
August 23, 2015 

LEVEL ONE -  Creation Lesson #13 & #14 (combined) – Animals in the Water 

  

  

Aim/Goal: To show the children that God created the sea creatures. 

Bible Verse:  Genesis 1:21a “And God created the great sea creatures...”   

Bible 

Reference: 

Genesis 1:20a “And God said, Let the waters swarm with swarms of 

living animals... 

Story 

Suggestion: 

· On the fifth day, God created all the creatures in the sea.  He also 
created every winged bird which will be covered in a different 
lesson. 

· In this story, the children can be captivated by pictures and videos of 
animal creatures.  What are the types of creatures we might find in 
the ocean?  How about whales, sharks, fish, and seals?  How about 
dolphins?   There are many other sea creatures; such as otters and 
sea turtles. Ask children if they can think of a sea animal...how 
about an octopus or sting rays?  Crustaceans such as lobsters and 
shrimp?  Shellfish such as conch, clams, mussels and scallops? 

Craft /Activity 

Suggestion: 

Fish race:  Precut some fish shapes out paper.  Divide the children 

into teams to make it a relay race.  Each child grabs the fish and flaps 

it along the ground.  The fish could be on a string to make it easier. 

 

Ocean Collage:  Create a collage of different sea animals preferably 

on blue construction paper.  Paste animals of different type that can 

be colored in. Can also enhance craft by using sand or actual shells 

from a craft store to glue to the sheet. 

 

Under the Sea Bags:   

Materials: Ziploc bags, fish stickers, water, blue food coloring, green 

glitter, and eye droppers. 

After mixing some water with the blue food coloring invite the children 

to use the eye droppers to put a small amount of water inside of some 

ziploc bags. Add some glitter, and very carefully push all the air out of 

the bag then close it. Children can then stick fish stickers on the 

outside of the bag to create an oceanic underwater scene.  For a 

picture of the finished craft, see 

http://carlavk.hubpages.com/hub/Ocean-and-Manners-Art-Activities-

for-Families-and-Preschool 



August 30, 2015 

LEVEL ONE -  Creation Lesson #15 - Birds Fly Above the Earth 

  

  

Aim/Goal: To show the children that God created the flying birds. 

Bible Verse: Genesis 1:21m “And God created…every winged bird...”   

Bible 

Reference: 

Genesis 1:21 “And God created the great sea creatures and every 

living animal that moves, with which the waters swarmed, according 

to their kind, and every winged bird according to its kind; and God 

saw that it was good.” 

Story 

Suggestion: 

· Bring pictures of different types of birds.  Bring in a stuffed toy bird 

to show the children that these animals use wings to glide through 

the air.  God created them in a special way to fly above the land.  If 

possible, show children videos (check Google videos) of eagles 

soaring in the air, of birds flying in formation.  Birds are fascinating 

creatures that God has created. 

Craft /Activity 

Suggestion: 

One idea is to have the core of birds shapes precut and let the 

children attach the wings. They can then color it and create a 

background.  You can add a bird’s nest with baby birds sticking out or 

eggs cracking.  

  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



  

 

September 6, 2015 

LEVEL ONE -  Creation Lesson #16 & #17 (combined) - Animals of the Earth 

  

  

Aim/Goal: To show the children that God created all land animals. 

Bible Verse: Genesis 1:25a “And God made the animals of the earth according to 

their kind…”  

Bible 

Reference: 

Genesis 1:25 “And God made the animals of the earth according to 

their kind and the cattle according to their kind and everything that 

creeps on the ground according to its kinds, and God saw that it was 

good.” 

Story 

Suggestion: 

· This lessons provides many opportunities for visual aids (pictures 

or videos) to show the children the many types of animals that live 

on land.  You can compare to our previous lesson on animals that 

live in water. Those that live on land need air like us to live and 

those which live in water need water to survive. God has created 

us in such a special way.   

 

· Another suggestion is to ask children what kind of sounds land 

animals make?  What do you call the sounds a cow makes?  What 

about the sounds of a dog?  Can the children imitate those 

sounds? 

Craft /Activity 

Suggestion: 

* A favorite craft in these types of lessons is to make animal puppets 

from brown paper bags.  Search online for ideas on making the 

faces. You can make simple models or more complex ones 

depending on level of ability of the group and the number of serving 

ones.  

* Another idea is to cut and paste animals on a meadow and ask the 

kids to color them in and color the background.   

  

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

September 13, 2015 

LEVEL ONE -  Creation Lesson #18 -  Creeping Things 

  

Aim/Goal: To show the children that in addition to the land animals like cows 

and pigs, God created everything that creeps on the ground. 

Bible Verse: Genesis 1:25m “And God made...everything that creeps on the 

ground according to its kind…”  

Bible 

Reference: 

Genesis 1:25 “And God made the animals of the earth according to 

their kind and the cattle according to their kind and everything that 

creeps on the ground according to its kind, and God saw that it was 

good.” 

Story 

Suggestion: 

Because children are fascinated by creeping things - insects and 

such - it can be an interesting and captivating lesson.  As in the other 

animal lessons, pictures and videos are very helpful in catching and 

keeping the attention of the young ones.  Can insects make sounds?  

How about a cricket?  What about the wonderful colors of a ladybug?  

  

Encourage interaction: 

- Ask the children to identify the pictures from books 

- Is anyone afraid of bugs? 

- Have they seen real live bugs? What kind? 

Craft /Activity 

Suggestion: 

Some creeping things e.g. ladybugs or caterpillars make nice crafts. 

* Ladybug - can be made using a black circle made out of 

construction paper with 2 red half circles glues to the side in an 

inverted V shape.  Draw some black circles on the red wings and 

draw antennae.  Glue craft to a sheet and make a background like 

flowers where the ladybug might travel and sit on.  

* Centipede - can be made of small green circles. Children can glue 

the circles in an overlapping way and at the end glue some googly 

eyes or have a serving one draw them in.  Draw little feet in the form 

of tiny straight lines when the craft is fully glued. 

* Ant - can be made using black oval shapes of different sizes glued 

together to make the head and body.  Draw in the antenna.  

* Spider - can be done similarly to the ant craft. 

 


